Rethinking Work with
Automation
Emerge Stronger, Scalable, and More Resilient
Increasing levels of automation has been a strategic priority for many organizations over
recent months and years. These organizations have realized they could not compete with
born digital companies, delivering the experiences customers and employees expect, at
the margin customers demand, without eliminating unnecessary manual processing.

Enable Your
Workforce With
Intelligent
Process
Automation

We are now living through unprecedented times. The transition to this new norm has been
much easier for those organizations with a high level of digital maturity. Highly optimized
processes and business models enable these organizations to scale up or cut cost rapidly
where needed. Increased levels of automation is a significant factor in this. Customers will
quickly transition to organizations that are able to fulfill their needs and will not return
following the crisis. Many digital leaders are, as a result, prospering during this global
crisis at the expense of those that have not made the necessary investments.
The understandable reaction for many will be to consider cutting back on automation
initiatives to help manage cashflow. Although, now, more than ever, is the time for
organizations to hold their nerves and to invest in the future. If well managed, the return on
investment can be high, with payback in months or even weeks.

Embrace a practical approach to Intelligent Process Automation to deliver value.

Efficiency
Rethink how you work with a remote workforce, address process changes, manage
fluctuating volumes and efficiently keep the lights on.

Resiliency
Automation is key to business continuity; it’s resilient to unforeseen issues similar to
the current pandemic.

Cost-Management
Deploy automation to help manage cost reductions now and gain a long-term
positive return on the investment.

Internal Audit, Risk, Business & Technology Consulting

Focusing Intelligent Process Automation on the challenges you need to
solve quickly
We recognize that you are adapting to these uncertain times, focusing on the safety of your people, your
customers and the continuity of your business. We are committed to helping you quickly explore these new
challenges and design a solution to address your immediate needs.

We are helping organisations across all industries address key challenges using process
automation to emerge stronger and more resilient.
Managing Cost Reductions
Workforce Capacity
Changes
(reduction in workforce,
remote workforce)

Managing fluctuation in
Process Volume

Immediate Impact of
Reduction
in Outsourcing / Offshoring
Resource Availability

Business Continuity
Planning (Operations / Risk
Mitigation)

Accelerating Intelligent Automation Programs: Protiviti offers a unique approach to automation, leveraging a
cross-functional team of experts that are deeply skilled in IPA, but also possess the process knowledge required to
truly deliver optimized automation solutions. Our commitment to you is that we bring pragmatic solutions that reflect
Explore
your current appetite to invest and that deliver a quick return on investment.
Intelligent Process AutomationExplore
Virtual Workshops: Helping organizations launch or refocus intelligent automation
initiatives. These workshops, powered by Design Thinking principles, are highly effective working sessions, facilitated
online, to enable remote working teams to envision how intelligent automation can improve operational performance
and make working lives easier. These sessions draw attention to leading practices and focuses your team to think
creatively about automation potential.
Contact our Intelligent Process Automation leaders to learn how an accelerated virtual workshop could
benefit your organisation.
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